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We have used aspiration and electrolytic lesions to investigate
the contributions of cerebellar cortex to the acquisition and
expression of conditioned eyelid responses. We show that
lesions of the anterior lobe of rabbit cerebellar cortex disrupt
the timing of previously learned conditioned eyelid responses.
These short-latency responses were used as an indication that
the cerebellar cortex was sufficiently damaged and that the
underlying pathways necessary for the expression of responses
were sufficiently intact to support responses. Rabbits were
subsequently trained for 15 daily sessions using a new condi-
tioned stimulus. Whereas rabbits in which lesions had no sig-
nificant effect on response timing showed rapid acquisition of
appropriately timed eyelid responses to the new conditioned
stimulus, animals with lesions that disrupt timing showed no

significant increases in either amplitude or probability of re-
sponses. Histological analysis suggests that damage to the
anterior lobe of the cerebellar cortex is necessary and sufficient
to abolish timing and prevent acquisition. These data indicate
that the cerebellar cortex is necessary for the acquisition of
conditioned eyelid responses and are consistent with the hy-
potheses that (1) eyelid conditioning results in plasticity in both
the anterior lobe of the cerebellar cortex and in the anterior
interpositus nucleus and (2) induction of plasticity in the inter-
positus requires intact input from the cerebellar cortex.
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Since the publication of Marr’s (1969) seminal theory, the role of
the cerebellar cortex in motor learning has been intensely de-
bated. Although evidence indicates that Pavlovian eyelid condi-
tioning is one of several examples of motor learning mediated by
the cerebellum (Ritchie, 1976; Robinson, 1976; Gilbert and
Thach, 1977; Thach, 1980; Thompson, 1986; Lisberger, 1988;
Robinson et al., 1993; Thompson and Krupa, 1994), the relative
contributions of cerebellar cortex and cerebellar nuclei are a
source of controversy (McCormick and Thompson, 1984a; Yeo et
al., 1985a; Lisberger and Sejnowski, 1992; Ito, 1993; Mauk, 1997).
Here we address the necessity of the cerebellar cortex for the
acquisition of conditioned eyelid responses. Previous studies in-
dicate that presentation of the conditioned stimulus (CS) is
conveyed to the cerebellum via mossy fiber afferents (Steinmetz
et al., 1986, 1987, 1989), the reinforcing properties of the uncon-
ditioned stimulus (US) require activation of climbing fiber affer-
ents (McCormick et al., 1985; Mauk et al., 1986; Yeo et al., 1986),
and activation of the appropriate neurons in the anterior inter-
positus nucleus drives the expression of conditioned responses
(McCormick and Thompson, 1984a,b; Chapman et al., 1988).
There are two cerebellar pathways by which CS-activated mossy
fibers could come to activate interpositus neurons during train-
ing—the excitatory mossy fiber synapses directly onto the output
neurons and the more complex pathway through the cerebellar
cortex (Fig. 1A). Evidence suggests that both pathways can un-
dergo plasticity during eyelid conditioning (McCormick and

Thompson, 1984a; Krupa et al., 1993; Perrett et al., 1993; Hesslow
and Ivarsson, 1994; Tracy et al., 1998) and during adaptation of
the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) (Miles and Lisberger, 1981; Ito,
1993; Lisberger and Raymond, 1996; Raymond et al., 1996). In
essence, our experiments ask whether the direct pathway through
the cerebellar nucleus can support eyelid conditioning without the
cerebellar cortex (Fig. 1B).

Interpreting the effects of cerebellar cortex lesions on the
acquisition of conditioned eyelid responses requires assurance
that a lesion has damaged appropriate regions of cortex but has
spared underlying pathways necessary for response expression.
For example, in previous studies reporting normal or only par-
tially compromised acquisition, it is not clear that relevant regions
of the cerebellar cortex were damaged (McCormick and Thomp-
son, 1984a; Lavond et al., 1987; Lavond and Steinmetz, 1989; Yeo
and Hardiman, 1992; Harvey et al., 1993; Clark and Lavond,
1994; Gruart and Yeo, 1995). Similarly, in studies showing abol-
ished eyelid response acquisition, the functional integrity of the
interpositus nucleus was unclear (Yeo et al., 1984, 1985a). Here,
we attempt to avoid these shortcomings by using the effects of
cerebellar cortex removal on the expression of conditioned re-
sponses as an assay for the effectiveness and specificity of the
lesions. We have shown previously that either blockade of cere-
bellar cortex output (Garcia and Mauk, 1998b) or lesions of the
cerebellar cortex (Perrett et al., 1993; Perrett and Mauk, 1995)
abolish the timing of eyelid responses, yielding responses with
short and relatively fixed latencies to onset. Because evidence
indicates that the short-latency responses are learned and are
abolished by lesions of the interpositus nucleus (Perrett and
Mauk, 1995; Garcia and Mauk, 1998a,b), the short-latency re-
sponses can be used as a functional readout that a lesion has
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damaged critical regions of cerebellar cortex without damaging
the interpositus nucleus or other pathways necessary for response
expression.

We show that when cerebellar cortex lesions meet these crite-
ria, animals are subsequently unable to acquire conditioned eyelid
responses using a new conditioned stimulus. The ability of the
previously trained CS to elicit responses excludes the possibility
that the inability to acquire responses is really a deficit in re-
sponse expression. In concert with previous work, these findings
support the hypothesis that eyelid conditioning involves plasticity
in both the cerebellar cortex and nuclei and that the cerebellar
cortex is required both for acquisition and extinction of responses
as well as for the induction of plasticity in the interpositus
nucleus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals. Data are presented from 14 male New Zealand albino rabbits
(Oryctolagus cuniculus), weighing 2.5–3.0 kg each at the start of the
experiments. The animals were individually housed and fed food and
water ad libitum. Treatment of the animals and surgical procedures were
in accordance with an approved animal welfare protocol.

Surgery. All animals were first surgically prepared with a head bolt
cemented to the skull. Of these, 2 animals were also prepared with
electrodes implanted in the anterior lobe of the cerebellar cortex, and the
remaining 12 animals later received aspiration lesions after initial
training.

Surgical procedures for aspiration lesions were identical to those
described previously (Perrett and Mauk, 1995). For the electrolytic lesion
animals, the following procedures were used. A large craniotomy was
drilled to accommodate the electrode assembly or a cannula and covered
with bone wax. The electrode assembly consisted of an array of four
stainless steel electrodes equally spaced in a linear strip ;3 mm in length.
The distal 1 mm of each electrode was exposed by scraping off the
insulation with a scalpel blade. The head of the rabbit was positioned

with lambda 1.5 mm ventral to bregma. The array was placed in a
parasagittal orientation. The anteriormost electrode was placed at ste-
reotaxic coordinates corresponding to the lateral anterior lobe (5.7 mm
anterior, 4.9 mm left lateral, and 14.0 mm ventral to lambda). After
placement, the electrode assembly and head bolt were secured to the
skull with dental acrylic, and the skin was sutured. Two stainless steel
stimulating electrodes were chronically implanted in the periorbital mus-
cles rostral and caudal to the eye. Antibiotics, intravenous fluids, and
analgesics were administered after surgery as needed, and animals were
allowed ;1 week to recover.

Conditioning procedures. The standard training session involved a Pav-
lovian conditioning delay protocol with a 500 msec interstimulus interval.
Each training session consisted of 12 nine-trial blocks. Each block was
comprised of eight paired presentations of the CS and US and one
presentation of the CS only. The CS (a 1 kHz, 85 dB tone or a vibrator
secured to the animal’s back) was presented for 550 msec during CS-
alone trials and coterminated with a 50 msec train of constant-current
pulses (200 Hz; 1 msec pulse width; 2–3 mA) delivered to the periorbital
electrodes during paired trials. The intensity of the US was adjusted
individually for each animal to produce a robust unconditioned response
without overt signs of discomfort. Trials were separated by a fixed 30 sec
intertrial interval.

Animals were conditioned to an asymptotic rate of responding with at
least 10 standard training sessions. Lesions were then made either by
passing 2.0 mA of direct current through one or more of the electrodes
for ;1 min or by surgical aspiration as described previously.

In these animals the effect of lesions on timing was assessed with two
postlesion training sessions. Animals with lesions then received 15 d of
postlesion acquisition training, each consisting of 12 10-trial blocks. Each
block was of eight paired presentations of the novel CS with the US and
one presentation each of both the pre- and postlesion CS alone. The tone
and vibrator were counterbalanced with regard to pre- and postlesion
training. Finally, animals that failed to acquire responses after the lesion
received 2 d of training the contralateral eyelid to the postlesion CS.

Stimulus presentation and data acquisition were computer-controlled
using custom software. Movement of the unrestrained eyelid was re-
corded by measuring the reflectance of an infrared light-emitting diode
aimed at the eyelid. Voltage responses were determined to be linearly
related to eyelid movement and were calibrated for each animal daily.
Digitized responses (1 point per msec; 12 bit resolution) were analyzed
using custom software to determine onset and peak latencies.

Histology. After training, the location of the lesion was determined for
each animal using standard histological procedures. Animals were killed
with an overdose of sodium pentobarbital and perfused intracardially
with 1.0 l of 10% formalin. The brains were removed and stored in 10%
formalin for several days. Brains were embedded in an albumin gelatin
mixture. To assess the extent of aspiration or electrolytic lesions, we
sectioned the cerebellum parasagittally using a freezing microtome (80
mm sections). This plane of sectioning best illustrated the degree to
which tissue damage involved each lobule of cerebellar cortex.

Data analysis and statistical tests. Peak response amplitude and onset
latency were calculated by custom software. Digitized sweeps corre-
sponded to the 200 msec before and 2300 msec after the CS onset. After
calibration, peak amplitude was measured relative to an average of the
200 msec baseline collected before CS onset. Onset latency was deter-
mined by calculating the point at which the response slope deviated by
two SDs from the average slope of the baseline. To be counted as a
conditioned response, onset latency had to follow CS onset, and the
amplitude was required to reach 0.3 mm before US onset during paired
trials. This criterion was relaxed for CS-alone trials in which movements
were counted as conditioned responses if they reached a 0.3 mm ampli-
tude at any time after CS onset. Trials in which there was .0.3 mm of
movement during the baseline were excluded.

Statistical analysis included tests for the effects of the lesions on
response timing for each individual animal and tests for group effects of
the lesions on acquisition using amplitude and percent response as
dependent measures. Animals were separated into “lesion” or “control”
groups on the bases of separate one-tailed t tests performed on peak and
onset latencies from the last 12 conditioned responses before the lesion
and the first 12 conditioned responses after the lesion ( p , 0.01 criteri-
on). A two-way, mixed ANOVA was performed on the postlesion re-
sponse rate to compare groups with regard to acquisition with the novel
CS. Response rate data from the lesion group during the 15 postlesion
training days were further assessed using a one-way, repeated measures

Figure 1. A, A schematic representation of the basic features of cerebel-
lar connectivity and its relationship to Pavlovian eyelid conditioning. The
CS is conveyed to the cerebellum via activation of particular mossy fibers,
and the US activates particular climbing fibers. Activity in particular
neurons in the cerebellar anterior interpositus nucleus (NUCLEUS) is
responsible for the expression of the conditioned eyelid responses. B, A
schematic representation of the question addressed in the present exper-
iments: is acquisition possible without the cerebellar cortex?
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ANOVA. A minimum confidence level of p , 0.05 was used for these
group analyses.

RESULTS
The ability to evaluate the effects of the lesions on a previously
trained response is the key feature of the experimental design.
Before aspiration or electrolytic lesions of the cerebellar cortex,
animals were trained to make robust eyelid responses to either a
tone or a tactile vibratory CS applied to the back. After lesions,
animals were grouped according to the effects of the lesions on
response timing. Animals were assigned to the experimental
group only if lesions decreased both peak and onset latencies.
Five animals reported in this study demonstrated significant ef-
fects ( p , 0.001) on both onset and peak latency as determined
by separate t tests. Cortex lesions had similar effects on response
timing whether the original CS was a 1 kHz tone or the vibratory
stimulus. Several animals with cerebellar cortex lesions demon-
strated clear effects on the latency to onset but not the latency to
response peak. This pattern of results, which appears to result
from partial lesions of the anterior lobe, will be reported in a
separate study.

To assess postlesion acquisition, animals were then trained to a
new CS. Those that were initially trained to the tone received
15 d of training using the vibratory CS, and animals trained to the
vibrator before the lesion were trained using the tone CS. We find
that animals in which cortex lesions disrupted response timing
were unable to acquire either short-latency or timed responses
when trained with the new CS, although presentation of the
prelesion CS continued to elicit robust short-latency responses
(Fig. 2). The animals sometimes displayed small, short-latency
responses to the new CS, presumably because of the slight audi-
tory component of the vibratory stimulus. Although these animals
show no increases in responding to the new CS, they rapidly
acquired well timed responses when the eye contralateral to the
lesion was trained. In contrast, when response timing was not
affected by the cerebellar cortex lesion, animals rapidly acquired
well timed conditioned responses to the novel CS.

The CS-alone trials (original CS) intermixed during the 15 d of
postlesion training also permitted evaluation of extinction in the
control and lesion animals (Fig. 3). Although extinction in the
control animals was modest, presumably owing to the small num-
ber of trials presented, the decline in responding was significant.
In contrast, in both the amplitude and percent response measures
the lesion animals showed no apparent decreases in short-latency
responding to the original CS.

Statistical analyses of both amplitude and percent-responding
data indicate that the lesions prevented acquisition of responses
to the new CS (i.e., Fig. 2). Separate two-way, mixed ANOVAs
were performed for both amplitude and percent-responding data.
For the new CS data there were main effects of lesion versus
control [percent data F(1,12) 5 118.69; p , 0.001; amplitude data
F(1,12) 5 233.87; p , 0.001]. There were also significant main
effects for days [percent data F(14,168) 5 7.85; p , 0.001; ampli-
tude data F(14,168) 5 3.12; p , 0.025]. The interaction effect of
lesion by day was significant only for the percent-responding data
[percent data F(14,168) 5 4.50; p , 0.005; amplitude data F(14,168)

5 1.96; NS]. As an additional post hoc test, one-way repeated
measures ANOVAs were calculated separately for data from
lesion animals and from control animals. These analyses show no
significant change in responding in the lesion group over the 15 d
of postlesion training [percent data F(14,56) 5 1.69; NS; amplitude
data F(14,56) 5 1.62; NS]. In contrast, similar analysis of the

control data showed significant acquisition over 15 d of training
[percent data F(14,112) 5 8.79; p , 0.001; amplitude data F(14,112)

5 3.38; p , 0.01].
Identical analyses of the original CS data indicate that the

lesions of cerebellar cortex prevented extinction of responding to
the CS trained before the lesion (i.e., Fig. 3). Separate two-way,
mixed ANOVAs (percent and amplitude data) revealed a main
effect of the lesion only for the amplitude data [percent data
F(1,12) 5 0.04; NS; amplitude data F(1,12) 5 21.61; p , 0.001]. This
indicates that the lesions had a significant effect on the amplitude
of previously trained responses but not on their likelihood. There
were main effects for days [percent data F(14,168) 5 4.03; p ,
0.005; amplitude data F(14,168) 5 4.19; p , 0.005]. Importantly, for
both response measures there was a significant lesion-by-day
interaction effect [percent data F(14,168) 5 2.73; p , 0.025; am-
plitude data F(14,168) 5 2.56; p , 0.025]. As additional tests,
one-way repeated measures ANOVAs were calculated separately
for data from lesion and from control animals. For both response
measures the results indicate a significant extinction in control
animals [percent data F(14,112) 5 5.65; p , 0.001; amplitude data
F(14,112) 5 4.86; p , 0.001]. Similar analyses for the lesion animal
data showed that there was no significant change in responding to
the original CS over the 15 postlesion days [percent data F(14,56)

5 0.60; NS; amplitude data F(14,56) 5 0.41; NS].
Histological reconstruction of the lesions revealed a consistent

relationship between damage to cerebellar lobules HIV/V and

Figure 2. Middle, Bottom, Group data showing responding to the new CS
(percent responses, middle; amplitude of responses, bottom) that shows
that lesions of the cerebellar cortex prevent acquisition of conditioned
eyelid responses. Whereas the control animals (dark squares; n 5 9)
acquire robust conditioned eyelid responses over the 15 d of postlesion
training, the lesion animals ( gray circles; n 5 5) show no apparent increase
in responding. In the lesion animals, training was switched to the con-
tralateral eye after 15 d (C1; right) showing that the effects of the lesions
are specific to the ipsilateral eye. Top, Sample responses from one control
(lef t) and one lesion (right) animal. Each sweep is an average of the
CS-alone test trials for a session. The large responses for the lesion animal
are from the contralateral eye.
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the effects observed on both timing and acquisition. Large lesions
that included most of HVI but did not involve HIV/V neither
affected timing nor prevented acquisition. Figure 4 depicts the
smallest effective and the largest ineffective lesions. All of the
effective lesions and none of the ineffective lesions included the
lateral aspect of HIV/V. Damage to HVI had no effect on
response timing or acquisition. One animal with a small electro-
lytic lesion illustrated especially clearly the role of the anterior
lobe (Fig. 5). In this animal, visible damage was limited to the
anterior lobe, with no histologically detectable damage to lobule
HVI. This animal showed a robust effect on response timing and
a complete inability to acquire responses to the new CS. Together
these data demonstrate that the anterior lobe of the cerebellar
cortex is required for the acquisition and expression of timed
responses and plays a critical role in the training-induced plastic-
ity underlying the acquisition of short-latency responses as well.

DISCUSSION
We have demonstrated that lesions of the cerebellar cortex abol-
ish the learned timing of conditioned eyelid responses and pre-
vent acquisition of responses to a new CS. Although extinction in
control animals was modest because of the paucity of CS-alone
trials, the present data also replicate previous findings that lesions
of the cerebellar cortex prevent extinction of previously learned
responses. In contrast, large lesions that do not affect the anterior
lobe, including those with extensive damage of lobule HVI,
neither affect response timing, prevent extinction, nor prevent
acquisition. The data also show that these lesion effects are not
restricted to auditory stimuli. These data demonstrate that the
cerebellar cortex is necessary for the acquisition and extinction of
conditioned eyelid responses and suggest that the cerebellar cor-

tex is necessary for the induction of plasticity that mediates
short-latency responses.

These findings are consistent with previous observations re-
garding cerebellar cortex and adaptation of the vestibulo-ocular
reflex (Raymond and Lisberger, 1996). Cerebellar cortex lesions
have been shown to affect only partially the expression of previ-
ously learned VOR gain adaptation but to prevent subsequent
VOR adaptation (Robinson, 1976). The present data together
with the VOR studies suggest a consistent picture in which
cerebellar cortex is required for learned increases and decreases
(acquisition and extinction) in cerebellar-dependent movements.

Despite this concordance, many previous eyelid conditioning
studies contradict this view. McCormick and Thompson (1984a)
reported that cerebellar cortex lesions do not affect conditioned
response expression. Subsequent studies have reported that cer-
ebellar cortex lesions do not affect expression or extinction and
have only marginal effects on the acquisition of responses (Mc-
Cormick and Thompson, 1984a; Woodruff-Pak et al., 1985, 1993;

Figure 3. Group data showing responding to the original CS. Middle,
Percent responding. Bottom, Response amplitude. Whereas the control
animals (dark squares; n 5 9) showed a decrement in responding to the
original CS, lesion animals ( gray circles; n 5 5) did not. Top, Sample
responses from one control (lef t) and one lesion (right) animal. The
animals and formatting of the responses are the same as in Figure 2.

Figure 4. Schematic reconstructions, shown in parasagittal view, of the
smallest effective lesion (lef t column) and the largest control lesion (right
column). The numbers at lef t represent the distance in millimeters from
the midline. Roman numerals represent lobule designations according to
Larsell (1970). ICP, MCP, and SCP represent inferior, middle, and supe-
rior cerebellar peduncles, respectively.
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Lavond et al., 1987; Knowlton et al., 1988; Lavond and Steinmetz,
1989; Yeo and Hardiman, 1992; Harvey et al., 1993; Clark and
Lavond, 1994; Logan et al., 1994). However, pharmacological
block of cerebellar cortex output, which abolished conditioned
response timing, indicates the effects of cerebellar cortex lesions
independent of any knowledge of which regions of cortex are
important (Garcia and Mauk, 1998b). Thus, a lesion in the region
of cerebellar cortex involved in eyelid conditioning should have
the same result. We have shown here and previously that lesions
of the anterior lobe produce this effect on response timing (Per-
rett et al., 1993; Perrett and Mauk, 1995). Thus, previous findings
that cerebellar cortex lesions did not affect response timing,
acquisition, or extinction appear to have been false negatives.
Indeed, the present results replicated these negative findings
when the lesions did not affect response timing. Similarly, our
data suggest that the abolition of conditioned responses by cere-
bellar cortex lesions reported in other previous studies (Yeo et al.,
1984, 1985b; Yeo and Hardiman, 1992) must have been the result
of unintended damage to underlying pathways necessary for re-
sponse expression. Here, by using the status of previously trained
responses as an index for the functional extent and specificity of
a cerebellar cortex lesion, we can exclude confounds that may
have led previously to false positives or negatives.

As with all lesions caution is required regarding secondary
effects of these lesions. One such concern relates to the possible
contributions of degeneration of CS and US pathways produced
by the lesions. Here, degeneration of CS pathways can be ex-
cluded by the presence of conditioned responses elicited by the
previously trained CS. Degeneration of the US pathway, the
climbing fibers, cannot be so easily excluded. It remains possible
therefore that the cerebellar nucleus may be capable of learning
without the cerebellar cortex. The absence of learning with cer-
ebellar cortex lesions could then result from degeneration of
climbing fiber inputs to the nucleus. This issue may require
reversible lesion studies to resolve. Another potential concern is
abnormal activity of nucleus cells after the lesions, which might
prevent learning. However, such activity should be apparent be-
haviorally, because activation of nucleus cells can elicit eyelid
responses in untrained animals. In ongoing reversible lesion stud-
ies we sometimes observe tonic partial closure of the eyelid,
possibly because of high levels of activity in nucleus cells (unpub-
lished data). No such tonic eyelid closure was observed in the
present studies, consistent with an absence of abnormal nucleus
cell activity after the lesions.

Our data also seemingly contradict results from eyelid condi-
tioning in mutant mice in which the Purkinje cells undergo
degeneration. These Purkinje cell degeneration mice show poor,
but not abolished, acquisition at a time when Purkinje cells are
almost completely gone (Chen et al., 1996, 1999). Our results
provide no explanation for these differences. It is possible that
there are enough viable Purkinje cells remaining in these mice to
support compromised learning, that there are species differences,
or that the mutations cause compensatory changes that allow the
cerebellar nuclei or other brain regions to operate abnormally
(Steele et al., 1998). Although the present results do not support
or deny these possibilities, they do provide assurances that the
lesions damaged the anterior lobe enough to affect response
timing without significant damage to pathways required for re-
sponse expression.

Figure 5. Data from the animal with the smallest effective lesion. Bottom,
A parasagital section through the region with the electrolytic lesion is
shown. Top, Middle, Each sweep shown is the average of the CS-alone
probe trials from each daily session. Top, These sweeps show the short-
latency responses elicited by the original CS. If anything, these responses
increased over the 15 sessions, during which the CS was never paired with
the US. Middle, These sweeps show the responding to the new CS. There
are small short-latency responses; presumably these result from stimulus
generalization. However, neither the amplitude nor frequency of these
responses increases over the 15 d of training. In contrast, the last two
sweeps (RIGHT EYE) show the rapid acquisition of properly timed
responses when training was switched to the contralateral eye.
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Combined with previous studies the present results support the
assertions that (1) the cerebellar cortex is not necessary for the
expression of previously learned conditioned responses if timing
is ignored but that (2) the cerebellar cortex is necessary for the
acquisition and extinction of conditioned eyelid responses. Al-
though the effect of cerebellar cortex lesions on the timing of
VOR has not been tested, these assertions are otherwise consis-
tent with the effects of cerebellar cortex lesions on adaptation of
the VOR. These assertions are also consistent with the contribu-
tions to eyelid responses suggested by stimulation and recording
studies. Purkinje cell recordings from the region of ferret cere-
bellar cortex involved in eyelid responses display learned de-
creases in Purkinje cell activity during the expression of condi-
tioned responses (Hesslow and Ivarsson, 1994). Moreover,
microstimulation of these regions suppresses the expression of
conditioned responses (Hesslow, 1994). These results indicate
that Purkinje cell activity suppresses the ability to express eyelid
responses and that the expression of conditioned responses re-
quires the acquisition of decreases in Purkinje cell activity in
response to the CS. Our results suggest that in the absence of
these processes, plasticity in other regions either does not occur
or is incapable of supporting expression of conditioned responses.

The effects of cerebellar cortex lesions on response timing,
acquisition, and extinction have important implications about
cerebellar sites and rules for plasticity. Because conditioned re-
sponse timing is learned, the effects of cerebellar cortex lesions
imply that there are at least two cerebellar sites of plasticity
responsible for eyelid conditioning. The abolition of timing im-
plies timing-related plasticity either in the cerebellar cortex itself
or at sites afferent to the cerebellum. In the latter view timing
information would be conveyed to the cerebellar cortex via timed
(delayed) activation of mossy fiber inputs by the CS. However,
because mossy fiber inputs also project to the interpositus nu-
cleus, this view predicts that responses should be appropriately
delayed despite removal of cerebellar cortex. The data therefore
appear to support more strongly the view that the cerebellar
cortex is the site at which temporal coding and timing-related
plasticity occurs. Similarly, the presence of (improperly timed)

responses after cerebellar cortex removal indicates learning-
related plasticity in the cerebellar nucleus as well. Moreover, the
inability to acquire responses without the cerebellar cortex sug-
gests that the induction of plasticity in the nucleus requires intact
input from Purkinje cells, as predicted by Miles and Lisberger
(1981).

On the basis of these arguments, we have proposed a model to
account for the acquisition, properly timed expression, and ex-
tinction of conditioned eyelid responses (Mauk and Donegan,
1997; Mauk et al., 1997). As shown schematically in Figure 6, the
initial lack of responding to the CS may be caused by two factors:
the relatively weak excitatory connections between CS-activated
mossy fibers and the nucleus cells and the relatively strong con-
nections between the CS-activated granule cells and the Purkinje
cells. When the CS is presented, the Purkinje cells maintain their
strong ongoing activity owing to the relatively strong granule cell
synapses. The corresponding inhibition of the nucleus cells would
counteract any weak excitation from the CS-activated mossy fiber
inputs. With repeated CS 1 US pairings, the CS-activated gran-
ule cell synapses would undergo long-term depression (LTD),
leading to a learned pause in Purkinje activity during the CS. The
appropriate timing of this pause might be due to different granule
cells becoming active at different times during the CS (Buono-
mano and Mauk, 1994; Raymond et al., 1996; Mauk, 1997; Mauk
et al., 1998).

We suggest that this learned pause in Purkinje cell activity
during the CS may serve two purposes. First, it would disinhibit
nucleus cells, making it possible to elicit a response. Second, it
may signal the induction of a long-term potentiation (LTP)-like
phenomenon at CS-activated mossy fiber synapses in the nucleus.
As such, presentation of the CS to well trained animals would
provide a strong excitatory input to the nucleus directly from the
strengthened mossy fiber synapses and would provide a well
timed pause in inhibition because of the plasticity in the cerebel-
lar cortex. This hypothesis is consistent with a number of findings.
It would explain the well timed responses seen in intact animals,
the short-latency responses after cerebellar cortex lesions, and the
inability to acquire new responses without the cerebellar cortex.

Figure 6. A schematic representation of the event hypothesized to mediate the acquisition and extinction of conditioned eyelid responses. The key
elements are the two modifiable synapse types shown as dark triangles: plasticity is assumed to occur at the CS-activated synapses between granule cells
and Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex and at CS-activated synapses between mossy fibers and nucleus cells. In both cases the relative strength of the
synapse is illustrated by the size of the triangle; e.g., larger is stronger. Left, Initially, the CS-activated granule cell synapses are relatively strong, and the
CS-activated mossy fiber synapses are relatively weak. Presentation of the CS would have little effect on nucleus cell activity; the weak excitation from
mossy fibers would be counteracted by the ongoing activity of Purkinje cells, which is not changed significantly by the CS. Middle, After training, the
granule cell synapses are weaker because of LTD, and the mossy fiber synapses are stronger because of LTP. Now, presentation of the CS can produce
robust activity in the nucleus cell. Right, In extinction, the granule cell synapses have become stronger because of LTP. These hypothesized events are
consistent with the dependence of acquisition and extinction on the cerebellar cortex. NUC, Nucleus; PKJ, Purkinje cell.
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We have further hypothesized that extinction may result from the
induction of LTP at the synapses between CS-activated granule
cells and Purkinje cells. This would restore the ongoing activity of
the Purkinje cells during the CS, and the corresponding inhibi-
tion of nucleus cells would prevent responding. This hypothesis is
consistent with the requirement of the cerebellar cortex for the
extinction of conditioned responses (Perrett and Mauk, 1995).

Confidence in these hypotheses clearly requires further empir-
ical test. For now, however, they are consistent with the general
notion that changes in cerebellar-mediated responses, such as
increasing or decreasing the gain of the VOR as well as acquisi-
tion or extinction of conditioned eyelid responses, require an
intact cerebellar cortex.
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